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The hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers are one of the basic legal 
obligations of hotels’ operators that ensure its lodgers’ personal and property safety. It 
breaks through the strict boundary of Tort Law and Contract Law, and fully embodies 
the interaction and penetration of the said two laws. In combination with  related 
laws and regulations and judicial interpretation, this paper discusses and analyses the 
conception, characteristics, classification, nature, content and other aspect of  base 
theory of the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers as well as the existing 
problems in judicial practice and legislation defects by means of comparative study 
method and demonstration analysis. In addition, this paper brings forward many 
legislation proposals on improving the legal system of hotels’ safety-ensuring duties 
to its lodgers in China, to resolve the existing problems in judicial practice, and to use 
them for reference in further improving the legal system of the hotels’ safety-ensuring 
duties to its lodgers in China. 
The paper consists of three parts: the foreword, text and conclusion. The text 
includes four chapters. 
Chapter 1 is the overview of the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers .It 
defines the concept of the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers, expounds the 
characteristics, nature，and contents of the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers, 
explores the theoretical foundation of laws in five aspects and deepens the theoretical 
and practical significances of this paper. 
Chapter 2 discusses the sources, judgment criteria and liability forms in the event 
of violation of the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers. It also focuses on the 
fault assumption principles and the dissertatation of supplementary liability for 
compensation in accordance with the provisions of Article 6 in Interpretation of Many 
Problems of Applicable Laws in Connection with Hearing Personal Injury 
Compensation Case as issued by The Supreme People's Court. 














system and common law legal system; it discusses the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties 
to its lodgers’ properties. According to the nature of Accommodating Contract, it 
studies on the legal keeping responsibilities of the hotel, the keeping obligations of 
valuables and other goods. It also combines with the case in Xiamen to discuss the 
legal problems related to the parking lot vehicle lost in the hotel. In the end, the author 
puts forward legislative proposals on the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its lodgers’ 
properties. 
Chapter 4 takes comparative method to discuss the hotels’ duties to its lodgers’ 
personal safety. The author introduces the existing internal relevant legislative 
provisions, and evaluates the legislative status quo of the hotels’ duties to its lodgers’ 
personal safety. In the end, this part raises corresponding opinions in respect of the 
choice from a legislative approach of the hotels’ duties to its lodgers’ personal safety, 
the arrangement of the content of the provisions, the limitation on the application of 
liability, the supplement of the system and various issues. 
Lastly, the author puts forward advices on the hotels’ safety-ensuring duties to its 
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第一章 饭店对住客的安全保障义务概述 
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第二节   饭店对住客安全保障义务的法理基础、性质和内容 
   一、饭店对住客安全保障义务的法理基础 
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